Boarding
at Bede’s
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Introduction
Demand for boarding places at Bede’s has steadily increased in recent years
with this upsurge driven not, as in the past, by family circumstance but
rather because large numbers of pupils are keen to take advantage of the
opportunities available to them should they choose to live here.
When looking to assemble this guide, we therefore asked our boarders for their
main reasons for choosing to board at Bede’s, and their feedback identified the
following five key areas:
-

The atmosphere
The academic support available
The co-curricular opportunities
The houses themselves
Our location

This guide has been written to explore how boarding at Bede’s works in reference
to all of these key areas, with additional information also made available in a
‘Frequently Asked Questions’ section at the back of the booklet.
If you have any further questions about boarding at Bede’s, or would like further
clarification about any aspect of this booklet, then please do not hesitate to ask
a member of our Admissions team by email via admissions@bedes.org or by
telephone on +44 (0) 1323 443838.
Richard Mills
Registrar
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Bede’s Atmosphere

Bede’s has an airy, peaceful campus surrounded by lots of greenery, and while
this might be the first thing to strike many visitors the most important factor in
creating the school’s atmosphere is not the place: it is the people.
Pupils might not actively think too much about the ‘atmosphere’ of a school before
they arrive, however the relaxed, friendly and supportive feeling in the air of Upper
Dicker is something that everyone who lives at Bede’s notices and responds to.
We think that cultivating this atmosphere is so important because feeling at ease
and ‘at home’ gives children confidence, and confidence is crucial: without it,
children cannot take calculated risks, achieve new things, or be free to express
themselves.
Everyone at Bede’s works hard to ensure that there is a balance between
challenge, support and fun in day-to-day life at the school, and this common
culture is promoted and enhanced both by the pupils and, most importantly, their
Personal Tutors.
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Tutoring
All of Bede’s Personal Tutors are attached to either a boarding or day house. Some
live in boarding houses and are known as Resident Tutors, and some – Day Tutors – do
not. All are in their house every day however, and each boarder’s Tutor is the most
important person working with them at Bede’s.
Tutors are there to look out for the members of their tutor group, which is normally
made up of a small cohort of pupils. Tutors work to ensure that every pupil in their tutor
group happy in school, and that every child is taking advantage of the massive range of
opportunities available to them at the school.
Every boarder will have regular, scheduled, one-to-one and group meetings with their
tutor as part of their academic timetable, and tutors are available in each house during
morning registration, and at lunch breaks and after school most days. All Tutors, like
subject teachers, are also available by email.

Culture
Bede’s is a school that celebrates the individual. This means that we want everybody
to be pursuing their personal passions and trying new things so they can get to know
themselves better. These ideas are fundamental to the school and sit at the heart of its
culture, but not everyone feels comfortable with it right away.
Thankfully, our experienced boarders remember what it was like to be new at the school,
and they shape our induction programme. This process welcomes new pupils to life at the
school, helps them to feel at home, and gives them the confidence themselves.
Friendships naturally grow out of this process, and once children have begun to benefit
from the school’s culture they then start to reinforce it, welcoming new pupils just as they
were welcomed in a way that it more or less self-sustaining.
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Integrating
To help boarders to integrate, Bede’s aims for no foreign pupil to share a room with
another pupil of the same nationality. We do this because we want all of our boarders
to be as fully immersed in the language and the culture of the UK as possible.
We also encourage questions, and our house staff and fellow pupils will be only too happy
to answer any queries a boarder might have. This is doubly important for international
pupils whose parents have chosen to send their children to an English boarding school,
and it might be no surprise to learn that we want every boarder to be as fluent as possible
in the English language and culture.
We of course recognise that our diversity as a school is a great thing; it helps everyone
in the Bede’s community to learn about other cultures, traditions and values. We always
engage in this process in English however, as it is the language most common to us all.
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Academic Support

Pupils who board at Bede’s almost always find that their experiences help them
to improve their academic work. That is because the culture of the school
promotes the idea of each individual becoming the best version of themselves,
and boarders are immersed in this culture day and night!
To help them on their way, supervised prep sessions are held each evening where
pupils can work together without distractions. Tutors are on hand for these
sessions four evenings a week, and are available on Saturday mornings to offer
extra support too.
Many pupils also find that studying with their peers helps to motivate them, and
that pupils can help each other with their studies – sometimes across year groups.
Bede’s also offers a busy “Twilight Programme” with all of the school’s facilities
and academic departments open and staffed in the evenings depending on the
days of the week, and a massive number of talks, plays, concerts and other events
to attend should boarders so choose.
Most importantly though, if a Bede’s teacher is asked for help or support with
anything – and we mean anything – then pupils will receive assistance. Because
of this, once a pupil has learned to ask for help a whole world of possibility opens
to them.
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Prep
Prep is another word for homework, and there are supervised prep times each
weekday evening for boarders. Normally, boarders are expected to complete at least 1
hour of prep per evening.
For pupils in the First Year and Lower Fifth Form, prep either takes place in common areas
of their house with Tutors there to assist them or, if permission is sought in advance, in
specific academic departments.
Upper Fifth and Sixth Form pupils can normally do their homework in their bedrooms or in
the Library, however if pupils’ progress reports identify that they are not delivering work at
the required standard then they may be required to work under closer supervision.
After supper, boarding houses also hold a second prep session for those who choose to
take part while everyone else is free to socialise, take part in the Twilight Programme, or
use Bede’s other facilities including the Fitness Suite.

MyBedes
MyBedes is the School’s extranet system – a special website accessible from all over
the world designed to help with the school’s pupils with academic matters.
Through MyBedes, pupils can easily see any prep they have been set, can inform teachers
of their progress and, in many cases, can see feedback about how well they have done in
particular tasks.
Teachers also often set ‘targets’ on MyBedes, challenging pupils to improve in specific
areas, with some keeping blogs and others sharing news from around Bede’s and beyond.
Most teachers also upload all of the learning materials they have used in classes and
often whole sets of lessons and extension tasks to MyBedes.
This helps pupils to recap, revise or further explore subjects about which they might be
interested.
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Twilight Programme
Bede’s runs an extensive set of evening activities known as the Twilight Programme.
This includes guest speakers, charity events, quizzes, concerts, drama performances
and trips out to the local area.
Some of what happens in the Twilight Programme is published in the printed School
Calendar for the term, however houses will also share information about other
opportunities that have been planned since the calendar was printed during house
meetings.
Pupils will also have plenty of opportunities for academic extension talks and workshops
through ‘Invite Only’ activities by their subject teachers.
Best of all, if pupils at Bede’s identify something they would like added to the Twilight
Programme then the School will do everything it can to make it happen, meaning that the
Twilight Programme, much like the rest of the school, is motivated by the pupils, for the
pupils.
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Co-Curricular
Opportunities
Boarding at Bede’s gifts children with the time they need and every opportunity
they could possibly want to explore themselves and achieve whatever they so
choose. So much so, in fact, that if boarders simply ask for some aspect of
provision not currently available at the school, teachers and boarding staff will
make every effort to make it happen.
With this in mind, boarders can use their evenings and weekends to develop
existing talents. Alternatively, they can learn new skills or try new activities. They
might involve themselves in charity events, go on a trip, spend time with friends,
or all of the above – the choice is up to them.
With Bede’s being well-known for the diverse range of Co-Curricular activities that
it offers, Personal Tutors work with each individual boarder to make sure they know
about the options available to them, encourage them to maximise their time at the
school, and regularly prompt them to step outside of their comfort zone.
Of course, everyone needs some downtime when life gets busy, but with so many
opportunities available try throw themselves into new things we try to remind
boarders that, although they might be nervous or initially reluctant, once they take
get stuck-in then laughter will follow!
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Weekends
On Saturday mornings boarders are typically involved in either sport (including
matches), academic enrichment activities, drama, music or art. There are activity
sessions running, trips to local towns and cultural centres every Saturday afternoon
and on Sundays, and lots of informal on-site opportunities for recreation.
Houses all frequently put on low key or School-wide social and charity events on Saturday
nights, from casino nights and formal dinners to silent discos and all sorts of parties, and
pupils really like not just taking part in these but also planning them.
Boarders can only benefit from these opportunities if they sign up to take part however, as
weekend trips and activities are rarely mandatory. The list of available activities changes
depending on the time of the year, so boarders should keep an eye on MyBedes and sign
up well in advance.

Engagement
All of the houses at Bede’s expect boarders to try their very best at everything they
do, and for them to contribute to every aspect of house life. That includes abiding by
the school rules, participating in House and school events, and honouring their other
commitments.
These expectations are in place because if boarders give 100% each day then they will
pass through their School career with no regrets while also making the very best of all
that Bede’s has to offer.
Taking part is, therefore, an essential part of life at Bede’s – but that is not to say that
boarders will not have downtime or the opportunity to enjoy their own company if they
want it!
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Relaxation
Being a teenager can be stressful in and of itself, and boarders at Bede’s are so busy
that at times they might worry about feeling overburdened. For this reason, we work
with all boarders to help them develop relaxation strategies.
For some people this relates to sleep, for others it is food, regular exercise, time outdoors
or simply a few hours a week spent catching up with friends.
Key to all of this is being organised. Tutors help boarders manage their time and
belongings effectively, enable them to learn how to plan ahead and offer them advice
about how to feel positive about life.
Bede’s also has its own Health and Wellbeing Centre which is open to boarders 24-7. More
than just a Medical Centre, the team in Health and Wellbeing help any children at the
school with any emotional challenges they might be facing while also proactively offering
pupils training in things like ‘Mental Health First Aid.’
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Boarding Houses

Bede’s boarding houses are a major draw as they have been designed to
provide the best possible environments for teenagers living away from home.
All of the houses have a range of 3-5 person rooms for First Year pupils, 2-4
person rooms for Fifth Form pupils, and a range of 1-3 person rooms for Sixth Form
pupils, all with high speed Wi-Fi or wired internet connections running from 6am
to 10pm.
Each also has its own array of modern washroom and shower facilities, many of
which are en-suite, and each has their own kitchens for use by boarders during
break times and after school.
Every house at Bede’s is centred around a well-equipped social area containing an
array of quiet and cosy corners, airy and open areas, and stress-busting activities
including pool and table-football tables, video game consoles and board games.
The opportunities these areas provide draw the children out of their rooms and into
social engagements with their peers, and it is in these spaces that the children
work, rest and play.
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Rooms
Boarders at Bede’s normally start their time at the school sharing a bedroom with
other boarders of a similar age. This helps them to make friends – very often for life!
There are pin boards in every bedroom for boarders to put up posters and each boarder
has storage space in their room for essential items such as uniform and school
equipment, alongside a limited amount of space for casual and smart clothing.
All belongings need to be able to fit into a wardrobe, a desk drawer, a bookshelf and on
top of a desk however, so boarders should take care to prioritise when packing!
The school also provides all the bedding boarders might need, but they may bring their
own duvet covers and sheets if they prefer provided their bedding can be machine
washed.

Access
Access to boarding houses is controlled by electronic key cards, and this means that
only those boarders and members of staff who are meant to be in a given house can
gain entry.
There are certain times of the day and the week when, subject to signing in and out,
pupils may visit each other’s houses. These times are advertised in the house, and visitors
may only visit common areas.
These controls are in place both to keep boarders safe and to ensure that they feel their
home is theirs, with private spaces that only they can access.
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Rules
New boarders often find that there is a lot of information to take in during their first
couple of days at Bede’s, including new rules and routines.
School rules are consistent across Bede’s and can be found in the School Calendar for
each new term. Tutors run through the more important rules with their tutor groups on the
first day, alongside explaining the structure of the School day.
Each Boarding House also has its own traditions, with all day-to-day information about
what is going on displayed on a white board in the common areas in the house. Boarders
should always try to check the white board and take each day as it comes - they soon get
used to it!
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Our Location

Bede’s is in a great place geographically. We are situated on a 140-acre
campus in the beautiful East Sussex countryside, only a short drive from the
seaside, and we have ready access to the beach, forests and downlands, all of
which we often use for study and recreation.
At weekends there are Saturday buses to many towns and cities for those who
want to go shopping, and we are 90 minutes from London, half an hour from
Brighton and half an hour from Eastbourne.
Outside of these more metropolitan areas, Sussex is a county packed full of
incredible history and ancient municipalities. From the Roman ruins at Fishbourne
Palace to the stunning castle at Bodiam, and the ancient county town of Lewes to
the stunning remains of Michelham Priory quite literally on our doorstep, our local
area is overflowing with history and culture.
For those interested in being a little more active, boarders have ready access to
climbing, sailing, paddleboarding, horse riding and other activities including
paintballing, mountain biking and a fine selection of nearby theme parks.
With optional trips off-site to these amenities every Sunday, as voted for by the
boarders themselves, there really is never a dull moment!
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Communication
Even though boarding life at Bede’s is busy, boarders are encouraged keep in contact
with friends and family back home.
We recommend that all boarders arrange to have a mobile phone with a UK Sim, and as
there is generally poor mobile network coverage in Upper Dicker it does not really matter
what service provider boarders go with!
Where phones come into their own at Bede’s is for using the campus-wide Wi-Fi. As
well as accessing the school email system and MyBedes, platforms such as WhatsApp,
Facetime, Skype, Facebook and SnapChat are all useful ways of staying in touch with
people in and outside of Upper Dicker.
Lastly, Bede’s also has its own friendly postman who delivers letters and parcels to
houses each day. For all mail leaving the school, boarders need only take letters or
packages to the School Office who will manage things from there.

Technology
Bede’s has an ‘open’ device policy, which means that boarders can use whichever
technology suits them to engage with their school work, and can connect to our
campus-wide, safety-filtered Wi-Fi just as they might at home.
This approach to technology means that boarders can bring any type of phone, tablet,
laptop or desktop to Bede’s and find that it will be supported by our network. All pupils
are then given extensive e-safety training as well as guidance on appropriate use of the
internet, with technical support coming through our onsite IT Services team.
It is worth saying that we do not permit boarders to have their own televisions in their
rooms, or their own video consoles; every house has its own selection of big screens and
gaming systems, along with other activity options like pool and snooker tables and table
football.
This is because we believe that rooms should be used for work or sleep. Everything else
can take place outside!
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Travel
Bede’s has a Travel Coordinator who works with families to organise international
travel arrangements as well as a Transport Manager who oversees day-to-day journeys
by bus.
Housemasters and Housemistresses work with parents to determine quite how much
freedom each boarder enjoys in relation to trips into town, weekend stays with friends and
travel by rail, and they do this to ensure the safety of every pupil.
As with all things, Transport can be booked pupils via MyBedes or by email. If parents or
pupils have any questions at any time, they should write a quick line to transport@bedes.
org and they will receive a speedy response.
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Frequently Asked
Questions
How does the ‘Induction Programme’ work?
Most new boarders feel a mixture of excitement and nerves about their first day of
boarding, and that is perfectly normal. The good news is that they will not be alone, as
a dozen new boarders join each boarding house each year.
To help them on their way, each new boarder who joins Bede’s is allocated a buddy who
helps them to settle in and will be helped along and supported by their Housemaster or
Housemistress and their Personal Tutor, all of whom work hard to ensure to offer guidance
and answer any questions.
The first few days of each school year are also packed with opportunities to meet new
people, do new things and visit places around the school, including as part of the “Bede’s
Amazing Race.”
The first weekend of the year also sees each boarding house embark on a special Whole
House Outing to somewhere in Sussex, during which they bond as a house, have some fun,
and get to know one another outside of their normal school environment.
The aim of this first week is to help new boarders to find their feet, make friends and get
used to the school’s routines.
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What do boarders do if they are homesick?
Whether boarders live 30 minutes or 12 hours away from Bede’s, it is very normal for
them to experience homesickness in the first couple of weeks of the term.
The good news is that there are lots of things to do that help, so boarders need only speak
to their Tutor, Matron or Housemaster/Housemistress and they will assist!

What does it mean to be a ‘day boarder’?
Day boarders are day pupils attached to boarding houses, and they are an essential
part of the Bede’s boarding community. Their routine is almost identical to that of a
normal day pupil, arriving at school at around 8am and registering in their House.
At the end of the teaching day, there is roll call around 5:15pm and then prep time. Day
boarders join in with all of this, having supper with the boarders and before taking buses
home at 7:15 (except on Fridays, when buses leave at 4:20pm).
Day boarders keep their day-to-day school equipment in their boarding house, have
access to the in-house teaching staff throughout the working day, and can access all of
a boarding house’s facilities including the Matron’s Room, kitchen, computers and social
areas.

What kind of activities are available?
There are a staggering range of opportunities to take part in at Bede’s, with over 100
activities to choose from each week (many of which are detailed in our Co-Curricular
Activities Booklet).
The activity programme includes everything from animal management to golf, music to
basketball, cookery to film making. There are also many activities that take place off-site,
such as sailing, bowling, paintballing, cinema and shopping trips, and more.
The Drama, Art, Music, Media and Sports departments are open in the evenings and at
most weekends, and we encourage every boarder to try at least one new activity every.
That way, boarders are always be learning more about themselves and making the most of
the opportunities available to them.
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The Bede’s Amazing Race

House Charity Colour Run

House Music Competition

House Athletics Competition
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